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We present magnetic-field-induced metastability of the magnetic soliton lattice in a 

bilayer ruthenate Ca3(Ru1-xFex)2O7 (x = 0.05) through single-crystal neutron diffraction study. We 

show that the incommensurability of the modulation wave vector at zero field strongly depends 

on the history of magnetic field at low temperature, and that the equilibrium ground state can be 

achieved by warming above a characteristic temperature Tg ~ 37 K. We suggest that such 

metastability might be associated with the domain wall pinning by the magnetic Fe dopants. 
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Metastable states, which often emerge when the phase transformation to the 

thermodynamic equilibrium state is kinetically prohibited, have been commonly observed in 

nature. The supercooling and superheating phases associated with first-order transitions are 

prototypical examples [1]. Metastable states can have extended lifetime and can be created via 

different routes, for instance, by means of rapid cooling [2], or in phase transitions occurring at 

low temperature such that thermal fluctuations are not sufficiently strong to overcome the 

intervening energy barriers in the free energy landscape. In the latter case the kinetics of the 

phase transition is arrested and thus rapid cooling is not necessary. Typical examples include the 

field-induced magnetic transitions in phase-separated manganites [3,4,5,6] and the field-induced 

metastable vortex lattices in superconducting MgB2 [7,8].  

Recently, magnetic materials with modulated incommensurate (ICM) spin structures have 

reignited intense interest owing to their potential of being the multiferroic candidates [12,13]. The 

uniformly modulated magnetic structures can be distorted by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy 

and evolve into a magnetic soliton lattice, i.e., nearly commensurate (CM) structures separated 

by periodic domain walls (solitons) [14], which has been observed in a variety of materials 

[15,16,17,18,19,20,21]. In general, materials can undergo ICM-CM magnetic phase transitions by 

varying temperature, magnetic field or pressure. Of particular interest is that, when the ICM-CM 

magnetic transition is driven by non-thermal control parameters at low temperature, sometimes 

the system cannot restore the original equilibrium state but instead gets trapped in a metastable 

phase, leading to irreversibility in the magnetic phase transition. One example of such 

metastability is the pressure dependence of the modulation wave vector of the spin density wave 

ordering in metallic Cr, where the system is locked into the high-pressure state at low 

temperature after the pressure has been released [22]. Similar irreversibility features have also 
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been reported in the magnetic-field-induced transitions in NaFe(WO4)2 [23] and 

Ba0.5Sr1.5Zn2(Fe1−xAlx)12O22 [24], where the high-field magnetic wave vector is maintained as the 

magnetic field decreases, and in TbMnO3 [25], DyMn2O5 [26], UNiAl [27], where the propagation 

vectors of the low-field magnetic structures as the magnetic field sweeps down are different from 

either the high-field state or the initial low-field phases after zero-field-cooling. A common 

feature among these irreversible magnetic transitions is that the magnetic history effect can be 

erased by warming up above the transition temperature, suggesting that thermal fluctuations are 

essential in the emergence of such metastability.  

In this paper, we present the magnetic-field-induced metastability of the magnetic soliton 

lattice phase observed in the bilayer ruthenate Ca3(Ru1-xFex)2O7 (x = 0.05), which gives rise to 

irreversibility in the modulation wave vector in the ICM-CM magnetic phase transition. Such a 

feature is distinct from the reversible phase transitions that have been commonly seen, i.e., the 

initial and final states are the same before and after varying the control parameter.  In addition, 

we show that the ordering wave vector of Fe-doped Ca3Ru2O7 at zero field after field sweeping is 

different from that in either the high-field state or the initial low-field phase, which strongly 

depends on the history of the magnetic field and temperature. Furthermore, this metastable state 

persists below a characteristic temperature Tg ~ 37 K above which the equilibrium ground state is 

restored, indicating that thermal fluctuations play a key role. We suggest that the observed 

metastability is attributable to the interaction between the magnetic domain walls and the dilute 

magnetic Fe dopants.     

The parent compound Ca3Ru2O7, is a member of Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) series 

perovskite ruthenates (Sr,Ca)n+1RunO3n+1 which exhibit a wealth of fascinating physical 

properties including unconventional superconductivity [28], metamagnetic quantum critical point 
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[29], and Mott insulators [30]. Ca3Ru2O7 crystallizes in an orthorhombic crystal structure with the 

space group Bb21m (No. 36) [31]. It shows an antiferromagnetic transition at TN = 56 K and a 

metal-to-insulator transition at TMIT = 48 K [32]. Below TN, the magnetic moments are ordered in 

a collinear CM antiferromagnetic structure with spins coupled parallel within the bilayer but 

antiparallel between adjacent bilayers along the c axis. The staggered magnetic moments are 

aligned along the b axis (denoted as AFM-b in Fig. 1(a)) below TMIT and along the a axis 

(denoted as AFM-a) at TMIT < T < TN [33]. Upon Fe substitution for Ru, Ca3(Ru1-xFex)2O7 (x = 

0.05) exhibits the coexistence of CM AFM-b type magnetic structure and a cycloidal ICM one 

below TMIT = 43 K, and an AFM-a type magnetic structure at TMIT < T < TN (83 K). The ICM 

component is characterized by nearly temperature-independent wave vectors qic = (δ 0 1), δ ~ 

±0.017, as shown in Fig. 1(c), and it spontaneously forms a magnetic soliton lattice at zero field 

as affirmed by the observation of the third-order harmonics of the primary magnetic reflections 

qic in the neutron diffraction measurements [34]. Since the crystal structure of Fe-doped 

Ca3Ru2O7 is noncentrosymmetric (Bb21m), such a modulated spin structure may be ascribed to 

the associated Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction and its competition with the exchange 

interactions and magnetic anisotropy. The small incommensurability δ indicates a large 

periodicity of the ICM phase, which is approximately ~ 58 unit cells or ~ 315 Å along the a axis 

[14].  

Ca3(Ru0.95Fe0.05)2O7 single crystals were grown by the floating zone technique. Neutron 

diffraction experiments were performed using the two-axis diffractometer (E4) in Helmholtz 

Zentrum Berlin (HZB, Germany) and the triple-axis spectrometer (CTAX) at High Flux Isotope 

Reactor (HFIR) in Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL, USA). The wavelength of the 

incident neutron is λ = 2.434 Å at E4, and λ = 4.045 Å was chosen at CTAX in order to get better 
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resolution in momentum space. The sample was aligned in the horizontal (H 0 L) scattering plane, 

where H and L are in reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.) of 2π/a ~ 1.17 Å-1 and 2π/c ~ 0.32 Å-1. The 

vertical magnetic field was applied along the b axis that is perpendicular to the scattering plane. 

The neutron intensity was presented in the unit of counts per monitor count unit (mcu), with 1 

mcu corresponding to approximately ~1 second.  

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the contour maps of the neutron diffraction intensity of scans 

along the [1 0 0] direction across the magnetic Bragg peak qc = (0 0 1) at T = 15 K after cooling 

down the sample in zero field (ZFC). The measurement fields are denoted by the light grey grids. 

At zero field, CM and ICM magnetic peaks are observed at qc = (0 0 1) and qic = (δ 0 1), δ ~ 

±0.017, respectively, and there is sizable diffuse scattering intensity centered at the CM (0 0 1) 

peak, in agreement with the previous report [34]. As the magnetic field increases (Fig. 2(a)), the 

intensity of the ICM magnetic Bragg peaks at qic is suppressed and vanishes in proximity to the 

critical field  = 4.7 ± 0.1 T. Concomitantly, the CM Bragg peak centered at qc gets enhanced 

and the intensity due to diffuse scattering disappears. This observation clearly indicates a first-

order magnetic field-driven ICM-to-CM phase transition with an abrupt change in the magnetic 

wave vector. Note that the width of these magnetic Bragg peaks is not resolution limited, 

indicating a correlation length of ~370a for the CM state and ~340a for the ICM phase at zero 

field, and ~580a for the CM phase at 9 T at T = 1.5 K, where a is the lattice constant. Since the 

reflection condition due to the symmetry of the crystal structure requires either both H and L are 

even or the sum of H and L is even, the enhancement in the intensity of (0 0 1) suggests the 

formation of a magnetic phase at B > . We have measured a series of magnetic Bragg peaks in 

the reciprocal space at (0 0 3), (0 0 5), (0 0 7), etc. The analysis on the magnetic structure of the 

field-induced CM phase is very similar to that in the pristine and Ti-doped Ca3Ru2O7 [33,35], as 
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described in detail in the Supplemental Material [36]. The field-induced CM phase above  is 

determined as a canted antiferromagnetic (CAFM) structure as shown in Fig. 1(b) [36]. Such a 

field-induced ICM-to-CM transition may arise from the competition among Zeeman energy, 

exchange energy, and DM interaction [38], a mechanism similar to what was reported in a DM-

induced spin spiral Ba2CuGe2O7 [39]. 

Very intriguingly, as the magnetic field decreases, the system cannot restore to its original 

zero-field state. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the CM CAFM spin structure transforms into the 

coexistence of CM and ICM ones below the lower critical field  = 4.3 ± 0.5 T, corroborating 

the first-order character of the field-induced magnetic phase transition. While the CM magnetic 

Bragg peak is still located at qc = (0 0 1), the ICM ones are centered at qic ~ (±0.005 0 1) in 

contrast to (±0.017 0 1) prior to applying the magnetic field. As the magnetic field decreases 

further down to zero field, this new incommensurability remains unchanged and does not restore 

to the initial value, i.e., qic ~ (±0.017 0 1).  

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) present the line scans measured at T = 1.5 K and B = 0 T before 

(denoted as 0↑ T) and after (denoted as 0↓ T) ramping the magnetic field up to 9 T. We have 

observed several remarkable features. (i) In addition to the primary (first-order) ICM magnetic 

reflections (marked by green arrows) discussed above, the third-order harmonic peaks (marked 

by orange arrows) are also observed for both 0↑ T and 0↓ T states. This feature suggests that the 

magnetic soliton lattice reemerges at the 0↓ T state, but with a much longer periodicity at 0↓ T 

state (~200 unit cells or ~1100 Å along the a axis). (ii) The intensity ratio of the third- to the 

first-order harmonic peaks I3/I1 is much larger at B = 0↓ T, suggesting that the associated ICM 

magnetic structure is more distorted from the uniform cycloidal structure with narrower domain 

wall width. (iii) While the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the CM peak remains nearly 
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unchanged compared to the one at the 0↑ T state, the FWHM of the ICM magnetic peaks at the 0↓ 

T state becomes broader, implying a shorter correlation length of the soliton lattice at the 0↓ T 

state. It is worth noting that such a 0↓ T phase is rather persistent and subsequent magnetic field 

cycling between 0 T and 9 T shows a reversible behavior with the magnetic wave vector 

changing between ICM qic ~ (±0.005 0 1) and CM qc = (0 0 1), unless the temperature is raised 

high enough (more discussions later). These results suggest that the system could not restore to 

its equilibrium ground state after the field-induced ICM-to-CM phase transition. Instead, it forms 

a persistent metastable state at low temperature, leading to an irreversible behavior of the 

modulation wave vector in the field-induced magnetic phase transition [36].  

Figures 3(a)-3(c) present the irreversibility of the field-driven ICM-CM magnetic 

structure transition at representative temperatures. The neutron diffraction scans along the [1 0 0] 

direction were performed at zero field under two different histories following the aforementioned 

procedure, one right after ZFC to the designated temperature (0↑ T, black curve) and the other 

after ZFC and applying the magnetic field up to 9 T then removing the magnetic field (0↓ T, red 

curve). One can see that the wave vector of the primary ICM magnetic reflection qic in the 0↑ T 

state stays almost constant below TMIT, consistent with the previous report [34]. However, the 0↓ T 

state behaves in a completely different way with qic of the ICM Bragg peak depending on the 

measurement temperature. A summary of the zero-field incommensurability δ measured at both 

0↑ T and 0↓T states is presented in Fig. 3(d).  In contrast to the constant δ ~ ±0.017 at the 0↑ T 

state, δ at the 0↓T state is relatively smaller and remain unchanged below 18 K, above which δ 

increases monotonically and gradually reaches the value of the equilibrium state ~±0.017. This 

indicates that a complete recovery of the original equilibrium ground state at the 0↓T state takes 

place at a characteristic temperature Tg ~ 37 K that is slightly lower than TMIT. In addition, it is 
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noteworthy that the ICM peaks in the 0↓T state, for example at 20 K (Fig. 3(a)), are much 

broader than that of the equilibrium 0↑ T phase, suggesting a shorter correlation in the ICM 

structures in the 0↓T state (~230a in the 0↓ T phase and ~340a in the 0↑ state, with fitting scheme 

described in detail in the Supplemental Material [36]). These features suggest that the emergence 

of the field-induced metastable state 0↓T at low temperature is due to the fact that the system gets 

trapped at a local minimum in the free energy landscape. As a result, the transformation to the 

equilibrium ground state (0↑ T) is kinetically prohibited by the energy barriers unless the thermal 

fluctuation is strong enough to overcome this barrier.  

To further understand the temperature evolution of the field-induced metastable state 

(0↓T), we prepared the initial 0↓ T state at T = 1.5 K and then performed the measurements at 

various temperatures while gradually warming up the sample. The data are shown in Fig. 4(a) 

(2K/step, as indicated by the light grey grids). One can see that the ICM wave vector qic ~ 

(±0.005 0 0) remains almost unchanged until T ~ 31 K and then starts to evolve gradually 

towards the equilibrium ground state with qic ~ (±0.017 0 1) which is eventually realized at Tg ~ 

37 K. In the meantime, the intensity at the CM (0 0 1) gets much weaker and the peak width 

becomes narrower, due to the increasing fraction of the ICM phase when transforming from the 

metastable state to the equilibrium one. Notably, the temperature where qic starts to deviate from 

that of the low-temperature 0↓ T state is sensitively dependent on the measurement procedures, as 

shown in Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 4(a), i.e., the former at T ~ 18 K and the latter at T ~ 31 K, indicating 

that the incommensurability of the 0↓ T state obtained using different measurement protocols can 

be quite different for 18 K < T < 31 K. This implies that a mechanism, which is sensitively 

dependent on both temperature and magnetic field history, has to be invoked in order to explain 

this irreversible behavior. Figure 4(b) shows the evolution of the third-order harmonics measured 
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at 0↓T at representative temperatures. The temperature dependence of the intensity ratio I3/I1 is 

shown in the inset. As the temperature increases, the intensity ratio I3/I1 decreases, indicating that 

the ICM magnetic soliton lattice gradually evolves towards the uniform cycloidal spin structure 

with broader domain wall width at elevated temperatures, similar to the zero-field study reported 

previously [34].  

The observation of ICM magnetic structures with irreversible modulation wave vectors in 

the field-induced ICM-CM magnetic transitions in Fe-doped Ca3Ru2O7 is quite intriguing. One 

may be tempted to attribute the irreversibility to the coupling between the CM AFM-b structures 

and the ICM magnetic structures since they coexist in this material. However, such a scenario 

may not be valid since no convincing evidence that suggests any correlation between the 

intensity, correlation length or the diffuse intensity of the commensurate peak and the modulation 

wave vector qic is seen in the neutron diffraction experiment [36]. Interestingly, similar 

irreversible behavior in the modulation wave vector has been reported in the pressure 

dependence of the spin density wave in metallic Cr [24], and the field dependence of magnetic 

structure in the multiferroic TbMnO3 [25], DyMn2O5 [26] and the f-electron system UNiAl [27]. In 

spite of the absence of a unifying microscopic theory to address such irreversibility, the 

phenomenological theories proposed to account for the metastability in Cr [40,41] may shed light 

on the underlying mechanism of the observation in our study. First, spin-lattice coupling. It was 

suggested that the lattice distortions induced by the spin density wave ordering has negative free 

energy, which results in the persistence of the domain walls when ramping down the pressure 

and leads to the metastability in the modulation wave vector [40]. However, this is not likely the 

origin of the metastability observed in Fe-doped Ca3Ru2O7, since there is no noticeable change in 

the lattice constants at the field-induced transition. In addition, no lattice modulation peaks at 
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2qic displaced from the nuclear peak (0 0 4) is convincingly observed in Fe-doped Ca3Ru2O7, as 

shown in Fig. S6 [36], in contrast to that in Cr which indicates the presence of strong exchange 

striction [42]. Second, domain wall pinning. It was proposed that the metastability in the 

modulation wave vector in Cr can also stem from the pinning of domain walls to nonmagnetic 

impurities [41]. However, rather than the nonmagnetic impurities which presumably interact 

weakly with the magnetic domain walls and has minimum pinning effect [43], it is more likely 

that the interaction between magnetic Fe dopants and domain walls is responsible for the 

metastability in the ordering wave vector in Fe-doped Ca3Ru2O7. We suggest that although these 

randomly doped magnetic impurities can enhance the heterogeneous nucleation process of the 

magnetic domain walls during the CM-to-ICM transition when the magnetic field ramps down, 

they also pin the domain walls and thus create energy barriers and prevent the domain wall 

density from reaching the equilibrium value, leading to the observed metastability [41].  

To summarize, we have studied the irreversible behaviors in the modulation wave vector 

of Ca3(Ru1-xFex)2O7 (x = 0.05) in a field-induced first-order ICM-CM phase transition. At low 

temperature, the incommensurability of the metastable magnetic soliton lattice at zero field is 

sensitively dependent on the magnetic field and temperature history. The metastable state evolves 

towards the equilibrium state as temperature increases up to Tg ~ 37 K. Such metastability in the 

modulation wave vector is presumably attributed to domain wall pinning by the magnetic Fe 

dopants. Therefore, the bilayer ruthenate Fe-doped Ca3Ru2O7 provides an ideal material system 

to study the metastability problem of the magnetic soliton lattice phase, which deserves further 

theoretical investigation.  
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the crystal and magnetic structures of Ca3(Ru0.95Fe0.05)2O7. The 

blue arrow represents the direction of the magnetic field. (a) AFM-b: ferromagnetic bilayers 

stacked antiferromagnetically along the c axis. (b) CAFM: canted antiferromagnetic structure 

induced by a magnetic field along the b axis. (c) In-plane view of the magnetic structure at T < 

TMIT at B = 0 T. It has a CM component of AFM-b type (denoted as CM(AFM-b)) and an ICM 

one forming a magnetic soliton lattice that propagates along the a axis (ICM (soliton lattice)). 

The square in magenta denotes one unit cell and the rounded rectangle in orange highlights the 

domain wall (soliton).  

Figure 2. (a), (b) Contour maps of the neutron diffraction intensity of scans along [1 0 0] 

direction across the magnetic wave vector qc = (0 0 1) in a magnetic field along the b axis at T = 

15 K. The light grey girds denote the measurement field. (c), (d) Neutron diffraction scans along 

the [1 0 0] direction across the magnetic Bragg peak qc = (0 0 1) in the 0↑ and 0↓T phases 

(defined in the text) at 1.5 K, respectively. The dark green and orange arrows mark the wave 

vector of the first-order ICM magnetic Bragg peaks and their third-order harmonics, respectively, 

while the purple ones mark the CM reflections. Inset shows the zoom-in view of the third-order 

harmonics at T = 1.5 K and 80 K, respectively, for B = 0↑ T. The data were taken at CTAX. 

Figure 3. (a)-(c) Neutron diffraction scans along [1 0 0] direction across the wave vector qc = (0 

0 1) in the 0↑ and 0↓T phases (defined in the text) at representative temperatures. The Bragg 

peaks have been fitted using Gaussian functions (solid curves). An additional Gaussian function 

was used for T = 20 K data to account for the broad feature centered at (0 0 1). The grey 

horizontal line indicates the instrument resolution. (d) Incommensurability δ of the primary ICM 

magnetic wave vector qic = (δ 0 1) in the 0↑ and 0↓T phases at different temperatures. The error 
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bars obtained from Gaussian fitting are smaller than the symbol size. The solid curves are guide 

to the eye. The data were taken at CTAX.  

Figure 4. (a) Contour map of the neutron diffraction intensity of scans along [1 0 0] direction 

over qc = (0 0 1) while warming up in the metastable 0↓T phase. The measurement fields are 

denoted by the light grey grids. (b) Neutron diffraction scans along [1 0 0] direction over qc = (0 

0 1) at representative temperatures. The third-order harmonics of the ICM magnetic reflections 

are denoted by orange arrows. Inset shows the temperature dependence of the intensity ratio I3/I1 

in the 0↓ phase. Note that the measurement procedures of the data shown in Fig. 3 and 4 are 

different, as described in the text. The data were taken at CTAX. 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 4 
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